Wrestlers Tie Tufts Matmen
M.I.T. and Tufts battled to a 16-16 tie Saturday in the annual dual meet held in the Mass. Avenue Armory. Reddyberg stalked for the Tech grapplers when he pinned his opponent in the final bout to gain the point needed for a tie.

The promising freshman squad downed the Tufts Freshermon, 28-12 as Bading and Rameberger copped the last two matches to provide the margin of victory.

The varsity match was exciting and tense from beginning to end. They met was thrown into a deadlock with only two matches to go. Hanke Peregson, though he put up a gallant fight, was then pinned by John Johnson of Tufts in 1:55 of the third round.

Going into the last match between Reddyberg and Angersano the heavyweight, Tufts held a 14-11 lead, which meant that Reddyberg would have to pin his opponent to gain the tie. In a thrilling fight Reddyberg did this in 2:41 of the second period. Then to make his victory more impressive, he pinned his opponent again in the third round to end the match in a 16-11 lead, which meant that Soderberg would have to pin his opponent in the final bout to gain the victory. Soderberg did this in 2:41 of the third round.

-a gallant fight, was then pinned by Tufts grapplers when he pinned his opponent in the final bout to gain the point needed for a tie.

Basketball
(Continued from Page 2)

Swimming
(Continued from Page 3)

record in the 150-yard backstroke and one apiece in Cramble and Relay for thirds in the 60 and 100-yard freestyle races.

The freshmen took more firsts than the varsity, winning three of the individual events and taking one of the relays. Dana won first in the butterfly. Planner won the 150-yard back.

Football
(Continued from Page 1)

failed to overcome the outstanding defensive play of MIT. Revitson, Chuck McNab, and Hoehn. Sigma Chi fared much better the day before when they handed the mighty favored Graduate House team its first defeat. The loss score of the game was made on a pass from Bob Froy to Howe Hender- son. Henderson made a leaping pitch, picking the ball right out of the hands of the Graduate House defender who was so surprised that Howe was able to run the remaining ten yards un- molested. The winning play had been set up when Bill Poppel blocked a Graduate House punt.

Surplus Sale

PANTS!!

SHOES!!

KAHLO CHINO

Dress on U.S. Lots

$5.95

CIGARETTE

CAPESKIN LEATHER LINED BLAZER STRIPED BROADCLOTH

Heavy Duty

TOPS!!

SOMERS WOOL SWEATSHIRT

BLAZER SWEATSHIRT

$4.99

CAPESKIN LEATHER JACKET

Army Air Force A-2 Style

$14.95

CAPESKIN LEATHER UNDERSHIRT

Dress Collar

$4.99

Blaze Striped Broadcloth

Cams

$2.98

Pajamas

BARLEY STRIPED

A $3.95 Value

WET WEATHER SPECIAL!!

KOORSEAL PLASTIC RAINCOAT (all sizes)

$3.95

If you haven't visited our store you are in for a treat.

"The Store With 10,000 Items!!"

Central War Surplus

1333-35 Mass., Cambridge

ALSO AT 4 PROSPECT ST., CENTRAL SQ.